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Diagnosis of neonatal sepsis may be difficult because clinical presentations are
often nonspecific, bacterial cultures are time-consuming and other laboratory
tests lack sensitivity and specificity. In this study, we aimed to investigate
the role of procalcitonin (PCT), C-reactive protein (CRP), interleukin (IL)-6,
IL-8 and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) in establishing the diagnosis and
evaluating the prognosis of neonatal sepsis. Twenty-six neonates with bloodculture positivity and clinical sepsis, hospitalized for clinical suspicion of neonatal
sepsis in neonatal intensive care units of Balcalı Hospital, Çukurova University
and Adana State Hospital between May 2000 and January 2001 (Group I) and
29 healthy neonates followed at the neonatal units and outpatient clinics of
these hospitals (Group II) in the same period were studied. Among the septic
neonates, 13 had early-onset (Group Ia) and 13 had late-onset (Group Ib)
neonatal sepsis, while 14 of the healthy neonates had perinatal risk factors
(Group IIa) and 15 of them had no risk factors (Group IIb). The demographic
and clinical characteristics of the septic and healthy neonates were recorded,
blood samples for determining serum PCT, CRP, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α were
collected from the healthy and the septic neonates before starting treatment,
and these investigations were repeated on the 3rd and 7th days of treatment.
In this study, it was found that: (a) pre-treatment mean serum PCT, CRP, IL6, IL-8 and TNF-α levels were significantly higher in the septic neonates than
in the healthy ones, (b) compared with the pre-treatment values, serum PCT,
IL-6 and TNF-α had progressively decreased on the 3rd and 7th days of the
treatment in the 17 recovered patients, though they progressively increased
in nine patients who died during treatment, (c) the area under the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) for PCT, TNF-α, IL-6, CRP, and
IL-8 were 1.00, 1.00, 0.97, 0.90 and 0.68, respectively. For the cut-off value of
PCT ≥0.34 ng/ml, the test was found to have a sensitivity of 100%, specificity
of 96.5%, positive predictive value of 96.2%, negative predictive value of 100%
and diagnostic efficacy of 98.3% for bacterial sepsis in neonates. For the
cut-off value of TNF-α ≥7.5 pg/ml, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, negative predictive value and diagnostic efficacy were found to be 100%,
96.6%, 96.2%, 96.5% and 98.3%, respectively. It was detected that sensitivity,
specificity and diagnostic efficacy values were lower for IL-6, CRP and IL-8. We
conclude that PCT and TNF-α are the best markers in the diagnosis of neonatal
sepsis, and these markers are also valuable in following the effectiveness of
treatment and determining the prognosis of the disease.
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Neonatal sepsis is a clinical syndrome
characterized by systemic signs of infection,
accompanied by bacteriemia in the first month
of life. Two patterns of disease, early- (<7
days of birth) and late-onset (>7 days) have

been associated with neonatal sepsis1. Despite
major advances in neonatology in the past few
decades, bacterial sepsis is still one of the most
important causes of morbidity and mortality
in this age group worldwide, especially in
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developing countries 2 . Early detection of
bacterial sepsis is difficult for various reasons:
firstly, early warning signs and symptoms are
often protean and non-specific. Then there
is the difficulty of distinguishing the clinical
picture of neonatal sepsis from non-infectious
causes. Further, microbiological culture results
are not usually available until at least 48-72
hours after the specimen reaches the laboratory,
and high false-negative rates of culture results
may occur3. The availability of a laboratory
test to accurately and rapidly identify septic
neonates would be of great value in improving
the outcome of these patients. Equally difficult
is the exclusion of infection in infants with
suspected sepsis. The initiation of antibiotic
treatment by physicians for all of the patients
with sepsis suspicion, since the risk of mortality
is very high in non-treated or inappropriately
treated cases, leads to unnecessary intravenous
antibiotics being administered in the case of
11-23 noninfected newborns for every one
with proven sepsis4,5. Early detection of the
absence of infection would decrease the number
of children started on antibiotics, shorten
the length of hospital stay, and lessen the
treatment costs and potential for emergence
of resistant organisms.
Several hematological tests [total leukocyte
count, total neutrophil count, immature
neutrophil count, immature / total neutrophil
(I/T) ratio and morphological and degenerative
changes in neutrophils] were used for the
early and reliable diagnosis of neonatal sepsis
in the early and mid 1980’s. The non-specific
nature of these tests has directed investigators
towards finding more specific and earlier
increasing infection markers. In the last
25 years, acute phase proteins, complement
system components, chemokines, cytokines,
adhesion molecules, cell surface markers and
combinations of these were investigated for the
early and reliable diagnosis of neonatal sepsis.
Today, procalcitonin (PCT), C-reactive protein
(CRP), interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8, tumor necrosis
factor-alpha (TNF-α), and some leukocyte
surface antigens (CD11b, CD64) are the most
hopeful markers amongst these6. In most of
the studies, a positive correlation has been
shown between these markers and neonatal
sepsis. However, quite contradictory results
have been reported because of the investigation
of patients with different gestational ages
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and birth weights, use of different sepsis
descriptions, study of only small sample groups
and variability in the characteristics of the
control groups.
In this study, we aimed to: (1) investigate the
value of PCT, CRP, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α in
establishing the early diagnosis of early-onset
and late-onset neonatal sepsis; (2) determine
the most appropriate cut-off value of each
marker in detecting neonatal sepsis by using
receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves
and identifying the diagnostic sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV),
negative predictive value (NPV), efficiency and
area under ROC curve (AUC) of these markers
according to those cut-off levels; and (3) follow
the alterations in plasma concentrations by
serial measurements of these markers during
treatment and therefore investigate their roles
in determining the efficacy of treatment and
the prognosis of the disease.
Material and Methods
In this study, all consecutive neonates admitted
with a suspected clinical sepsis and hospitalized
in the neonatal intensive care units at Balcalı
Hospital, Çukurova University and Adana State
Hospital, all consecutive healthy neonates
who had no signs of infection but had been
hospitalized for their perinatal risk factors
in the neonatal units of these hospitals, and
all consecutive healthy neonates without
infectious risk factors admitted to the wellbaby outpatient clinics of these hospitals
were prospectively enrolled between May
2000 and January 2001. Newborns that had
been started on antibiotic treatment earlier
and had a history of maternal antibiotic
administration were excluded from the study.
Variables of each case recorded at baseline
and during follow-up included newborns’
demographics, antenatal, prenatal and postnatal
history, physical examination findings, principal
diagnosis, vital signs, routine blood tests,
microbiologic culture results and applied
therapies. Samples for hematological tests
(complete blood count, WBC differentiationleukocyte formula, thrombocyte count) from
healthy newborns, and before starting the
antimicrobial therapy, whole blood count,
urine examination, sedimentation rate, CRP,
biochemical tests including blood glucose,
hepatic and renal function tests, arterial blood
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gases, chest and abdominal X-ray images and
cultures (blood, throat, urine, cerebrospinal
fluid-CSF and tracheal aspiration etc.) from
neonates with suspected sepsis were obtained.
In addition, blood samples for CRP, PCT, IL-6,
IL-8 and TNF-α were obtained from healthy
neonates and from neonates with suspected
sepsis before starting the antimicrobial therapy
(Day 0). While blood samples for sepsis
markers were reobtained only from neonates
with positive blood cultures (patient group)
on the 3 rd (Day 3) and 7 th days (Day 7)
of treatment, for ethical reasons, they were
taken only once from the healthy neonates
(control group) in the neonatal unit or the
well-baby outpatient clinics. Written consent
was obtained from the families of all the
investigated neonates, and the study protocol
was approved by the ethical committee of the
Faculty of Medicine, Çukurova University.
Patient group (Group I): Of a total of 157
premature and term newborns hospitalized
in the neonatal intensive care units at Balcalı
Hospital, Çukurova University and Adana State
Hospital between May 2000 and January 2001,
53 had been diagnosed as suspected clinical
sepsis based on their Hematological Score and
Töllner Score results (hematological score ≥3
and Töllner Score ≥10)7,8. Eight of them were
excluded from the study since either their
mothers had used antibiotics or the newborn
had been given antibiotics before, and four
were excluded because permission was not
obtained from one or both of the parents.
Thus, 41 neonates with suspected sepsis were
included in the study. Before starting the
antimicrobial therapy, laboratory tests were
performed and blood samples were taken
for sepsis markers from these 41 neonates
with suspected sepsis. Blood cultures were
found to be positive in the first 48 hours
of treatment in 26 of those neonates that
were started on antibiotic treatment. These
26 patients who had positive blood cultures
and clinical findings of sepsis (change in
skin color, peripheral circulation impairment,
hypotonia, bradycardia, respiratory distress,
hepatomegaly, leukocytosis/leukopenia, left
shift, thrombocytopenia, metabolic acidosis)
were finally investigated as a patient group
(Group I) in the study. Second and third blood
samples for sepsis markers were obtained
from these patients on the 3rd (Day 3) and
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7th days (Day 7) of treatment. Nine of the 26
investigated patients died during the treatment
period. Five of the patients with early-onset
neonatal sepsis died in the first 48 hours
of treatment, so blood samples from those
patients could be obtained only once before the
treatment and once before death. However, four
of the patients with late-onset neonatal sepsis
also died, but since these deaths occurred after
the 7th day of treatment, blood samples could
be obtained before treatment and on the 3rd and
7th days of the treatment. The patient group
was evaluated in two subgroups according to
their birth ages: (a). Early-onset neonatal sepsis
(Group Ia): 13 septic neonates whose birth
ages were between 0-5 days, (b). Late-onset
neonatal sepsis (Group Ib): 13 septic neonates
whose birth ages were between 5-30 days.
Control group (Group II): Healthy neonates
who were brought to the well-baby outpatient
clinics for check-ups, and healthy neonates who
were born and followed for 0–5 days in neonatal
units because of their perinatal risk factors,
who were not supposed to be clinically septic
and who had normal physical examination
findings, hematological tests and CRP results
(CRP ≤6 mg/L) were investigated as the
control group (Group II). The control group
was evaluated in two subgroups according
to whether or not perinatal risk factors were
present: (a) Healthy neonates with perinatal
risk factors (Group IIa): 14 neonates with risk
factors such as prematurity, diabetic mother,
mother with systemic lupus erythematosus,
anoxic delivery, and fetal distress, and (b)
Healthy neonates with no perinatal risk factors
(Group IIb): 15 healthy neonates without
risk factors.
Laboratory analyses: Complete blood counts
were carried out with an automatic counter
(Medonic CA 530 Thor Model CoulterCounter) in the patient and control groups.
By examining peripheral blood smears prepared
with Giemsa stain, band forms, myelocytes and
metamyelocytes in leukocyte formula evaluated
as immature neutrophils and immature/
total neutrophils (I/T) ratio was calculated.
I/T neutrophil ratios greater then 0.2 were
evaluated as pathologic9.
Before starting the antimicrobial treatment,
blood cultures, and urine, CSF and tracheal
aspiration cultures (TAC), when needed,
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were obtained from all of the neonates with
suspected sepsis. Cultures were examined
using the BACTEC 9240 (Becton Dickinson)
automation system. Microbiological sorting
of growing microorganisms was made by
SPECTOR (Becton Dickinson) equipment. For
urine culture, urine samples were planted in
bloody and eosin-methylene blue (EMB) agars
and incubated for 24–48 hours under aerobic
conditions. Identification and antibiograms of
growing microorganisms were evaluated with
Vitek-2 Systems (BioMérieux) equipment.
Blood samples that were obtained from the
control group and from neonates with suspected
sepsis before treatment were centrifuged at
2500 cycles for 15 mins and the serum part
was preserved by freezing it at –20°C for PCT
and cytokine (IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α) studies, while
CRP investigation was made immediately.
This process was repeated on the 3rd and 7th
days of treatment of the patient group. CRP
level measurement was studied by the latex
immunonephelometric method (BNA analyser,
Behring-Werke AG, Marburg, Germany).
CRP was measured twice, once before the
treatment period and once on the 7th day of the
treatment. CRP levels ≤6 mg/L were accepted
as normal. PCT levels were measured by the
immunoluminometric method with Auto-Clini
Lumat LB 952 equipment using Lumitest-®PCT
kits (Brahms-Diagnostica, Berlin, Germany).
The lowest detection limit of this test is at
the level of 0.08 ng/ml10. IL-6 and IL-8 levels
were measured by the ELISA (enzyme linked
immunosorbent assay) method using cytoscreen
immunoassay kits (Pierce Endogen, USA).
TNF-α levels were measured by the solid phase
sandwich ELISA method using immunoassay
kit (Biosource International, USA)11. All of the
laboratory analyses in this study were carried
out in the central laboratory of Balcali Hospital,
Çukurova University.
Statistical analyses: Statistical analyses were
performed using the statistical package SPSS v
10.0. For continuous variables, normality was
checked. Since the data were not distributed
normally, an appropriate non-parametric test
was chosen. Comparisons of continuous
variables between groups were applied using
the Mann-Whitney U test. Time-dependent
within group data were analyzed by the
Wilcoxon rank sum test. Categorical variables
between groups were analyzed using the chi-
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square test. A ROC curve was constructed to
determine the optimal laboratory diagnostic
parameters (PCT, CRP, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α)
in predicting a newborn with sepsis. A ROC
curve displayed the false-positive rate on the
x axis (specificity), and the true-positive rate
on the y axis (sensitivity) for varying test
cut-off values, thus plotting the performance
of a diagnostic test12. The ideal cut-off criteria
for the laboratory results were chosen by
determining the point lying geometrically
closest to an ideal test with 100% specificity
and sensitivity13. Diagnostic efficiency was
defined as (sensitivity+specificity)/2. Results
were presented as number (n), percent (%),
mean, standard deviation (SD), median, and
minimum-maximum (min-max). A p value
<0.05 was considered as significant.
Results
In this study, 26 neonates with positive blood
cultures and clinical sepsis (Group I) and 29
healthy neonates (Group II) were investigated.
The patient group was evaluated in two
subgroups as early-onset (Group Ia) (n=13)
and late-onset neonatal sepsis (Group Ib)
(n=13). The control group consisting of healthy
neonates was also evaluated in two subgroups:
healthy neonates with perinatal risk factors
(Group IIa) (n=14) and healthy neonates
with no perinatal risk factors (Group IIb)
(n=15).
Blood culture was positive for all patients.
The identified bacteria included Klebsiella
pneumoniae (n=11), Escherichia coli (n=5),
Staphylococcus epidermidis (n=5), Pseudomonas
aeruginosa (n=2), S. aureus (n=1), S. warneri
(n=1) and Acinetobacter baumannii (n=1).
In addition to the blood cultures, positive
urine cultures in six of the patients (all E.
coli), positive CSF cultures in two of them
(1 K. pneumoniae, 1 S. pneumoniae) and positive
tracheal aspiration cultures in nine of them
(7 K. pneumoniae, 2 P. aeruginosa) were found.
One or more perinatal risk factors were detected
in healthy neonates with risk factors (Group
IIa): prematurity (n=6), respiratory distress
syndrome (n=4), preeclamptic mother (n=4),
eclamptic mother (n=2), transient tachypnea of
newborn (n=2), mother with placenta previa
(n=1), diabetic mother (n=1), mother with
systemic lupus erythematosus (n=1) and low
Apgar score (n=1).
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The demographic data of the patient and control
groups are shown in Table I. There was no
significant difference in mean gestational age,
age, weight, gender and premature/term born
newborns ratio between the investigated patient
(n=26) and control (n= 29) groups (p>0.05).
The baseline (Day 0) laboratory values of
the patient and control groups are shown in
Table II. We found that mean serum PCT, IL-6,
IL-8, TNF-α and CRP levels were significantly
higher in the patient group compared with
the control group (p<0.001, p<0.001, p<0.05,
p<0.001 and p<0.001, respectively). When
newborns with early-onset neonatal sepsis
(age range: 1-4 days) (Group Ia) were compared
with newborns with late-onset neonatal sepsis
(age range: 8-30 days) (Group Ib), mean serum
IL-6 values were found to be lower (X±SD:
16.5±15.5 pg/ml) in newborns with early-onset
neonatal sepsis (p<0.05), while no significant
difference was detected in the mean gestational
age, weight, gender, premature/term born
newborns ratio and serum PCT, IL-8, TNF-α
and CRP values (Tables I, II). When healthy
neonates carrying perinatal risk factors (age
range: 1-4 days) (Group IIa) were compared with
healthy neonates who had no risk factors (age
range: 5-29 days) (Group IIb), it was found that
in neonates with risk factors, mean gestational
age and weight were lower than those of the
neonates without risk factors (p<0.01 and
p<0.001, respectively), while male/female ratio
was higher (p<0.05). No significant difference
was found in mean serum PCT, CRP, IL-8 and
TNF-α values between the two groups, but
serum mean IL-6 levels (3.4±2.9 pg/ml) were
found higher in newborns with risk factors
(p<0.05).
Serum values of CRP, PCT, IL-6, IL-8 and
TNF-α before beginning treatment (Day 0) and
on the 3rd (Day 3) and 7th days (Day 7) of
treatment are shown in Table III. The values
of nine septic newborns who died during the
treatment period and of 17 septic newborns
who recovered are given separately in this
Table. Serum CRP measurements could only
be studied before treatment and on the 7th
day of treatment. In septic neonates who
recovered with treatment, it was detected
that serum median values of CRP, PCT,
IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α progressively decreased
on the 3rd and 7th days of treatment when
compared with pretreatment values and this
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decrease was statistically significant, while
low CRP values on the 7th day of treatment
were not at a significant level (p=0.8). In
septic neonates who died during the treatment
period, it was observed that, when compared
with pretreatment values, serum median
PCT, IL-6, TNF-α and CRP values had been
progressively rising, and this rise was of a
significant dimension, while the increase
in mean serum IL-8 levels was of limited
significance (p=0.066). When pretreatment
serum median PCT, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α and
CRP levels of septic neonates who recovered
during the treatment period were compared
with those of the septic neonates who died
during the treatment period, it was detected
that serum median PCT, IL-6 and TNF-α levels
were significantly higher in the recovered
patients, while no significant difference was
found in serum median IL-8 and CRP levels
between the two groups.
The optimal cut-off values were identified
by drawing ROC curves of tests (CRP, PCT,
IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α) that were investigated in
distinguishing septic neonates from the healthy
ones (Fig. 1). The sensitivity, specificity, PPV,
NPV, diagnostic efficiency and the AUC of the
tests for the optimal cut-off values selected
were identified using ROC analysis for Day
0 (Table IV). The optimum cut-off value was
found to be 10 mg/L for CRP, 0.34 ng/ml for
PCT, 3.6 pg/ml for IL-6, 0.65 pg/ml for IL8 and 7.5 pg/ml for TNF-α in the diagnosis
of neonatal sepsis. For these cut-off values,
AUC values were found to be 0.90 for CRP
(95%CI; 0.81-1), 1.00 for PCT (1-1), 0.98 for
IL-6 (0.94-0.99), 0.69 for IL-8 (0.54-0.82), and
1.00 for TNF-α (0.99-1) (Table IV). At a cutoff of 0.34 ng/ml, PCT was found to have a
sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 96.6%, PPV of
96.2%, NPV of 100% and diagnostic efficacy of
98.3% for bacterial sepsis in neonates. For the
cut-off value of TNF-α of 7.5 pg/ml, sensitivity,
specificity, PPV, NPV and diagnostic efficacy
of the test were found to be 100%, 96.6%,
96.2%, 96.5% and 98.3%, respectively. It was
detected that diagnostic efficacy values were
lower for IL-6, CRP and IL-8 (Table IV).
Discussion
In this study, in which 26 septic neonates
with positive blood culture and 29 healthy
neonates were investigated to evaluate the
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Fig. 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves comparing procalcitonin (PCT), C-reactive protein (CRP), interleukin (IL)-6, IL-8 and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α)
for prediction of neonatal sepsis in the groups of neonates. The area under the curve (AUC) was 1 for PCT, 1 for TNF-α, 0.97 for IL-6, 0.90 for CRP and 0.68 for IL-8.

0,0

,3

,5

,8

1,0

10.0 (0-138)
56.0 (6-384)#

3.7 (1-23.5)
39.8 (11-54.8)***

Median (Min-Max)

0.000
0.012

value

0.7 (0.25-69.0)
92.0 (4.83-96)***

1

Day 7

0.019
0.008

&p

&p value: Comparison between Day 0 and Day 3, p value: Comparison between Day 0 and Day 7 (Wilcoxon test).
1
2
(*): Comparison between recovered and exitus patients (Mann-Whitney U test), (*): p<0.05, (**): p<0.01, (***): p<0.001.
(#): p=0.07.

1.3 (0.25-92.10)
9.3 (0.45-94.10)*

9.8 (2.3-88.96)
2.87 (0.39-68.20)#

Alive
Dead

PCT (ng/ml)

Median (Min-Max)

Day 3

Median (Min-Max)

Day 0

Table III. Serum PCT, IL-6, IL-8, TNF-α, and CRP Values of Recovered and Exitus Patients Determined Before (Day 0) and
During (Days 3 and 7) Treatment
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Table IV. Sensitivity, Specificity, PPV, NPV, Diagnostic Efficiency and AUC of PCT, CRP, IL-6, IL-8 and
TNF-a for Neonatal Sepsis Using Optimum Cut-off Levels for Day 0, Derived from the ROC Curves
Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

Efficiency
(%)

AUC
(95% CI)

CRP≥10 (mg/L)
PCT≥0.34 (ng/ml)
IL-6≥3.6 (pg/ml)
IL-8≥0.65 (pg/ml)
TNF-α ≥7.5 (pg/ml)
CRP≥10 and IL-6≥3.6

80.8
100
96.2
34.6
100
80.7

100
96.5
89.7
86.2
96.6
100

100
96.2
86.2
69.2
96.2
100

85.2
100
96.1
59.5
96.5
85.3

90.4
98.3
93
60.4
98.3
90.4

0.90 (0.81-1)
1 (1-1)
0.97 (0.94-1)
0.68 (0.54-0.82)
1 (0.99-1)

CRP≥10 and IL-8≥0.65

34.6

100

100

63.0

67.3

Laboratory tests and optimum cut-off levels

PPV: Positive predictive value. NPV: Negative predictive value. AUC: Area under the curve.
ROC: Receiver operating characteristics.

value of serum CRP, PCT, IL-6, IL-8 and
TNF-α in determining early diagnosis and
prognosis of neonatal sepsis, it was established
that: (a) mean serum CRP, PCT, IL-6, IL-8 and
TNF-α values before treatment were significantly
higher in septic neonates compared with healthy
ones, (b) PCT and TNF-α detection had high
sensitivity and specificity in the early diagnosis
of neonatal sepsis, followed by IL-6, CRP and
IL-8 detection, respectively, (c) serum PCT, IL-6
and TNF-α detection were particularly valuable
in determining the efficacy of treatment and
the prognosis of the disease.
While evaluating the findings obtained from
this study, methodological limitations such
as the small number of investigated newborns
and the absence of investigations of newborns
with clinical sepsis suspicion who were either
bacteriologically negative or had viral infections
must be taken into account. However, the
findings that were obtained in this study were
strengthened by the following factors: the
presence of positive blood cultures in all of the
septic neonates; the investigation of both the
early- and late-onset neonatal septic neonates,
taking both healthy newborns and newborns
at risk of neonatal sepsis development as
the control group; the exclusion of neonates
who were either delivered by a mother that
was using antibiotics or had used antibiotics
before; identification of the serum levels of
investigated markers before treatment and on
the 3rd and 7th days of treatment; identification
of the sensitivity and specificity of each marker
using optimum cut-off levels at Day 0, derived
from the ROC curves; and the inclusion of
investigated patients consecutively among the

ones hospitalized at neonatal intensive care
units and its reflection of clinical practice in
these units.
Since the symptoms and findings are nonspecific, neonatal sepsis diagnosis is quite
difficult. There is a great need for new diagnostic
laboratory methods for the early diagnosis of
the disease and the evaluation of prognosis and
treatment efficacy. Hopeful findings concerning
the efficacy of several acute phase reactants
(CRP, PCT) and cytokines (IL-6, IL-8 and
TNF-α) in the early diagnosis of neonatal sepsis
have been reported in recent years.
When the high mortality and serious morbidity
of neonatal sepsis are taken into consideration,
it is desirable for the ideal diagnostic marker
to have about 100% sensitivity (infected infants
have a positive test) and NPV (a negative test
confidently rules out infection). To minimize
unnecessary use of antibiotics in false-positive
cases, a competent diagnostic marker also needs
to have a reasonably high specificity (the test
is negative if infection is absent) and a good
PPV (infection is present when the test is
positive), preferably better than 85%14,15.
Since the end of the 1980s, an acute phase
reactant, CRP, has been used and investigated
as a common practice for the diagnosis of
neonatal sepsis. CRP is synthesized by the
liver in response to, and as part of, the
inflammatory response. IL-6 is the major
stimulus to production of CRP, along with IL-1
and TNF-α. CRP is synthesized within six to
eight hours of exposure to an infective process
or tissue damage, peaks at 24 to 48 hours, and
then diminishes over time as the inflammation
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resolves16,17. In variable studies using CRP
≥1 mg/dl as the cut-off value, the range of
reported statistical outcomes is as follows:
sensitivity 70% to 93%; specificity 41% to 98%;
positive predictive accuracy 6% to 83%; and
negative predictive accuracy 97% to 99%18,21.
In our study, CRP ≥10 mg/L was found to be
the most appropriate cut-off value by using
ROC curves, and at this cut-off value, test
sensitivity was 80.8%, specificity was 100%,
PPV was 100%, NPV was 85.2% and AUC
value was 0.90 (95%CI 0.81-1) (Table IV).
The increase in the serum concentrations of
CRP is rather slow during the first 12-24
hours of infection, and this may negatively
affect the sensitivity of the test. In addition,
increase in CRP concentrations in non-infected
clinical conditions (meconium aspiration,
recent vaccination, surgery, prolonged rupture
of membranes, fetal distress, perinatal asphyxia,
intraventricular hemorrhage) are thought to
affect the specificity of the test14,18. However,
we found no significant difference in mean
serum CRP values between neonates with
perinatal risk factors (Group IIa) and neonates
with no perinatal risk factors (Group IIb) and
between neonates with early-onset neonatal
sepsis (Group Ia) and neonates with risk factors
(Group IIa) in our study. This suggests that
the presence of perinatal risk factors other than
infection does not affect the diagnostic value
of CRP. However, low test sensitivity and low
NPV values for CRP in both our study and
other studies have led us to think that this
test alone will not be sufficient in the early
diagnosis of neonatal sepsis. In our study, we
observed that a combination of CRP with IL-6
or IL-8 did not change this result.
Another acute phase marker, PCT, has been
intensively investigated for its diagnostic role
in neonatal sepsis since the mid 1990s. It has
been reported that serum concentrations of
PCT begin to rise four hours after exposure
to the bacterial endotoxin, peak at six to
eight hours, and remain elevated for at least
24 hours 22. A preliminary molecule of the
calcitonin hormone, PCT is a 116 amino-acid
polypeptide with a molecular weight of 14.5
kDa. While it is at undetectable levels in the
blood of healthy people, the concentrations
of PCT in the blood increase in relation to
the intensity of inflammatory reaction due to
infection in septic patients without causing
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any rise in calcitonin. PCT is synthesized in
the liver and induced by similar means with
acute phase reactants such as CRP. In fact, it
has been shown that a great amount of PCT
is produced in human liver cells after TNF-α
and IL-6 stimulation23. The PCT level remains
continuously high despite a decrease in TNF-α
and IL-6 levels in parallel with the severity of
the ongoing infection. In many studies, PCT
sensitivity in the early diagnosis of neonatal
sepsis was found to be 83-100% while the
specificity was 70-100%25-28. In these studies, it
has been suggested that PCT is a more powerful
diagnostic marker then CRP in early diagnosis
of sepsis, and it is a convenient diagnostic test
in both early- and late-onset neonatal sepsis
since it responds to a suitable stimulus at an
earlier stage than CRP. However, in some of
the studies it was reported that PCT is not a
better marker than CRP in the early diagnosis
of neonatal sepsis 29-31. In these studies, it
was reported that serum PCT levels had also
increased in non-infected neonates with either
perinatal asphyxia, intracranial hemorrhage,
pneumothorax, or after resuscitation, and
these conditions had negatively affected the
specificity of PCT. Physiological alterations
seen in serum PCT levels during the first
48 hours after birth and the effect of prenatal,
intranatal and postnatal antibiotic application
on serum PCT levels have been functioning
as a confounder of the relation between PCT
and infection. In addition, lack of correction
for reference ranges for neonatal PCT values
may also have influenced the outcome of PCT
as a marker for bacterial infection. In their
study, Chiesa et al.32 reported that a serum
PCT rise caused by perinatal events other than
infection was smaller than the PCT response
against infection. In our study, it was detected
that mean serum PCT levels in septic neonates
were significantly higher compared with healthy
neonates, and when PCT ≥0.34 ng/ml was
taken as the cut-off value, the sensitivity of
PCT in the diagnosis of neonatal sepsis was
100%, specificity was 96.5%, PPV was 96.2%
and NPV was 100%. With these findings, it
was seen that that diagnostic value of PCT is
excellent and better than CRP. Significantly
higher mean serum PCT values of infants with
early-onset neonatal sepsis than of the healthy
infants with risk factors, and, on the other
hand, the absence of significant differences
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between the mean serum PCT values of healthy
neonates with and without risk factors, lead
us to believe that the effect of perinatal events
other than infection on the concentrations of
PCT is not at an advanced level.
The concentrations of some proinflammatory
cytokines, esp ecially TN F- α, IL- 6 and
IL-8, in systemic circulation were reported to
increase in severe infections and septic shock33.
TNF-α and IL-6 production occurs before PCT
synthesis in bacterial infections. The presence of
bacteria or bacterial endotoxin causes cytokine
secretion by variable cell types, particularly
by the mononuclear cells. Alterations in
concentrations of these proteins and cytokines,
peculiar to the acute inflammation phase,
have been used as diagnostic indicators of
bacterial infection34. However, methodological
difficulties in detecting cytokines, the absence
of their routine usage in all centers and
the increase in cytokines in all non-specific
infections and in shock have limited their use
in daily practice.
Interleukin-6 is an important cytokine of
the early host response to infection. Its
concentration increases sharply after exposure
to bacterial products and precedes the increase
in CRP. In the studies, IL-6 has been reported
to have the highest sensitivity (89%) and NPV
(91%) at the onset of infection, compared with
other biochemical markers14,35. However, it has
a very short half-life, and the concentrations
fall precipitously with treatment and become
undetectable in most infected patients within
24 hours. The sensitivity is therefore reduced
to a much lower concentration at 24 and 48
hours (67% and 58%, respectively) 14. IL-6
can be considered as an early and sensitive
marker of neonatal infection. In addition,
it has been reported that IL-6 levels show
natural fluctuations immediately after the
postnatal period just as PCT does, and its
serum levels are affected by gestational age and
by perinatal complications other than infection.
This situation affects the sensitivity and the
specificity of the test36. The combination of
IL-6 (early and sensitive marker) with CRP
(late and specific marker) has been reported
to have a better sensitivity than either marker
alone14,35,37. In our study, it was observed that
mean serum IL-6 levels of septic neonates were
significantly higher than of the healthy ones.
However, patients with early-onset neonatal
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sepsis when compared with patients with lateonset neonatal sepsis, and healthy neonates
with risk factors when compared with healthy
neonates without risk factors, had lower IL-6
values. We thought that these findings might
be due to natural fluctuations immediately after
the postnatal period of IL-6 and serious effects
of perinatal complications other than infection
on the IL-6 levels. When IL-6 ≥3.6 pg/ml is
considered as the cut-off value, sensitivity is
96.2%, specificity is 89.7%, PPV is 86.2% and
NPV is 96.1%. In addition, it was detected that
the combination of the test with CRP did not
make a significant contribution to the accuracy
of the test. These findings suggest that IL-6
is an important marker in the diagnosis of
neonatal sepsis.
Interleukin-8 is a cytokine that has a role
in the release, activation and chemotaxis
of neutrophils. Serum IL-8 level has been
reported to increase both in early- and lateonset neonatal sepsis and to have a sensitivity
of about 80–91% and a specificity of about
76–100%38-40. The diagnostic accuracy is further
enhanced by simultaneous measurement of
CRP. TNF-α is an important mediator that has
a role in the pathogenesis of sepsis and septic
shock. In the studies, the sensitivity of the test
was reported to range between 73% and 88%
while the specificity ranged between 43% and
94%14,41,42. In our study, it was detected that
baseline mean serum IL-8 and TNF-α levels
were significantly higher in septic neonates
than in the healthy ones, and that there was no
significant difference between the mean serum
IL-8 and TNF-α levels of neonates with earlyonset versus late-onset sepsis. Furthermore,
the presence or absence of perinatal risk
factors did not affect mean serum levels of
these cytokines in healthy neonates. When a
cut-off value of IL-8 ≥0.65 pg/ml is used, the
diagnostic sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV
of IL-8 are 34.6%, 86.2%, 69.2% and 59.5%,
respectively. On the other hand, when a cutoff value of TNF-α ≥7.5 pg/ml is used, the
diagnostic sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV
of TNF-α are 100%, 96.6%, 96.2% and 96.5%,
respectively. These findings have shown that
IL-8 does not have the characteristics of a good
diagnostic test but TNF-α has characteristics
of a diagnostic test as powerful as those of
PCT. When TNF-α is thought of as the most
potent inducer of PCT, the two are expected
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to have similar specificity and sensitivity.
Our findings suggest that TNF-α is as nearly
a perfect marker as PCT and more sensitive
and specific then CRP, IL-6 and IL-8 in the
diagnosis and differentiation of neonatal sepsis.
Similar results have been obtained in many of
the published studies41-44.
Another characteristic of the markers that are
used in the diagnosis of neonatal sepsis is that
it gives information about the prognosis of
the disease and helps in coming to a decision
as to whether to stop or continue antibiotic
treatment. In our study, when blood samples
obtained before treatment (Day 0) and on the
3rd (Day 3) and 7th days (Day 7) of treatment
both from patients recovered and from those
who died were compared, it was observed that
mean serum PCT, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α values
significantly decreased in recovered patients
during the treatment. On the other hand, mean
serum CRP, PCT, IL-6 and TNF-α values were
detected to significantly increase in the exitus
patients. With these findings, it is observed that
PCT, IL-6 and TNF-α are quite useful markers
in determining the prognosis of the disease and
treatment efficacy, while CRP and IL-8 do not
have similar efficacy. Similar results have been
obtained in many studies35,45-47. In contrast to
the results of some studies46-49, we found that
pretreatment mean serum values of IL-6 and
TNF-α were significantly lower in patients who
died than in patients who recovered. We thought
that presence of excessive antiinflammatory
response might explain this result6,50. However,
since we did not measure serum values of antiinflammatory mediators (IL-4, IL-10) in this study,
we could not reach a precise conclusion.
Reports in the literature on the use of CRP,
PCT, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α as early markers
of neonatal sepsis are contradictory. Variations
in study design, definition of neonatal sepsis,
number and characteristics of enrolled subjects
(wide-ranging differences in postnatal age,
gestational age and risk factors), cut-off
points of the markers, methods of laboratory
measurement, data analysis and reporting of
results lead to difficulties in comparing studies.
In particular, the predominance of studies
at single medical centers with small sample
sizes makes it difficult to apply the tests in
clinical decision making51,52. Thus, it is often
difficult to formulate a definitive opinion on
the clinical usefulness of infection markers
from the published reports.
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In conclusion, in this prospective study, PCT
and TNF-α proved to be the best indicators
of early- and late-onset neonatal sepsis. It
was also determined that these markers are
valuable in following the efficacy of the treatment
and determining the prognosis of the disease.
However, it is thought that these findings need
to be confirmed by means of future studies
examining different categories of infections and
larger number of neonates using rigorous methods
to give clinicians firmer recommendations.
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